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I , PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
NORTH ATLANTIC CIRCULATION - L. Valentine Worthington 
In Jul y 1962 a short cruise was made on CHAIN to investigate t he hypo-
thesis (Worthington 1962} that the major circulation of the North Atlantic i s 
divided into two anti- cyclonic eddi es or gyres , Evidence from International 
Geophysical Year data indicated that the thermocline water east of the Grand 
Banks had different chara cteristics from Sargas so Sea water, In particular 1 
the dis solved oxygen content t hroughout the thermocline was at a much higher 
level in the more northerly waters t han in the Sargasso Sea. It was deduced 
from this that the Gulf Stream~which transports a large volume of water of the 
Sargasso Sea type, does not turn south around the Tail of the Banks, but that the 
s trong 1 narrow currents found to the East of the Banks transport water of differ ent 
origin, 
An essential feature of this proposed circulation system is a trough of 
low pressure (consisting of cold water) s eparating the two high cells of t he 
Sargasso Sea gyre and the northern gyre. In this crui se the main attention wa s 
focused on the a rea where the trough was expected to be found. Six bathythermo-
graph sections and one deep oceanographic s ection were made on a gr id oriented 
northeast/ southwest. A definite cold water trough was found on four of t he s ix 
bathythermograph sections and on the oceanographic section. Neither the tem~­
perature or the current field (observed on the GEK) sugges ted that any consider-
able volume of water of the Sargasso Type pas sed across a line drawn betwee n 
the Tail of the Banks and the intersection of the 40th parallel and the 40 t h 
meridian. 
An interesting s tudy (Clark 1963) was made of the s catt ering layer 
obs erved in these sections. It was found that on all six sections the deep {200 
fathoms) scattering layer ro s e to s hallower l evels when the cold troug h wa s 
crossed . On one o f these occas i.ons the abrupt rise and fall of the scattering 
layer was ob s e rved b e tween the routine bat hythermograph lowering s and it appears 
likely that a clos e r s pacing of bathyth ermographs would have shown the c old 
trough on all six s ecti.ons . Plankton tows made during this c ruis e are dealt w ith 
in the same s tudy (C l a rk 196 3) , and they a r e e ncouraging to t he two gyr e hypo-
thes i s ; they s ugg e s t tha t there are thr e e differing populations, one in the 
Sargas s o Sea, one in the cold trough and o ne in the waters of the northern g yre. 
On the other hand , the oxygen c ontra st b e tw een the two gyre s wa s not 
a s marked a s it had been dur ing the Internationa l Geophys ica l Year . The ox yg en 
values throughout t he thermocline at stat ions ma d e in the Sargasso Sea w e re 
h igher t han i n a ny pr evious data from that sea, and it seems likely that a 
cons id erable exchange of water had taken plac e across t he trough at some time 
b efore 19 6 2 . 
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Water budget for the two-gyre cir cu lation system is present ed in Figure l. 
Each s treamline repres ent s 10 million m3/sec. It is based on a number o f 
sections across the Gulf Stream 1 the cold troug h and the current s east of the 
Grank Banks. The reference level u s ed is 2 1 000 m 1 becau s e nearly all the 
stations reach this depth. 
Further work in thi s area i s planned for the early months of 1964 in 
ATLANTIS II since this pos tulat ed c irculation pattern cannot be fully relied upon 
at pr e sent . 
A paper entitled "Anomalous conditions in the slope water area in 1959" 
has been submitted for publication to the Journal o f the Fisherie s Research Board 
of Canada. It appears that in the s pr ing of 1959 a large mass of cold water 
flowed from the La brador Sea around the * ail of the Grand Banks and to a great 
extent replaced the slope water which i s normally found between the Gulf Stream 
and the continental s helf ea s t and south of the United States and s outh of 
Canada. This cold ma ss of water was first noticed in a s ection made on 
CRAWFORD in June 1959 along the meridian 57°3 0'W. Examination of bathythermo-
grams for 1959 indicated that this cold water wa s not confined to the CRAWFORD 
section but was found to be wide- spread in the Slope water area. The summer of 
1959 was characterized by a very high incidence of fog at coa s tal sta tion s in the 
northeastern United St ate s and i n souther n Canada. 
The cause of this influx of cold water is thought to have been related 
to an event in the North Atlantic weather pattern in the winter of 1958-1959. 
· Starting in December 1958 and persis ting through January a nd part of February 1959 
the Icelandic low weakened and s hifted from it s normal pos ition re s ult i ng i n 
prolonged and intens e easter ly gales south of Greenland. 
The amount of wat er movement involved (e stimate d a t 50 million m3/ s ec) 
s eems very large. It i s roughly one half t he volume t rans port o f the Gulf Stream. 
If s uch large water movements can indeed be initiated by a nomalous w eather 
pattern s which persis t for only about two months we should know more a bout the m. 
The paper i s a pr e liminary suggestion that s uch events are at least possible. 
An examination of deep temperatur e measurement s made in t h e Caribbean 
in the years 19 33 , 19 34, 19 37 and 1958 has ra .is ed the question of whether or not 
the deepes t waters of the Caribbean are becoming warmer . The four principal 
basins, the Yucata n, Cayman, Colombian and Venezuelan ha ' e been exa mined 
to t he extent tha t the rather s carce deep t e mpera t ure mea s urement s pers i s t. 
Roughly s peaking the deepes t wat er in the Cayman Basin appears to have been 
0.03° warmer in 195 8 than in the earlier survey s u the Yuca tan 0.02 " warmer , the 
Colombian 0. 01 o warmer and the Ve nezuelan ess entially unchanged. The 1958 
data have been put thro ugh a computer progra m to determine s tability (108 E.}. 
























Figure 1. Water budget I relative to the 2 I 000 meter surface 



















of neutrally s table water from the bottom up. This suggests t hat the warmi ng 
may have been caus ed by heat flow through the bottom which would be consl.s-
tent with neutral stability. 
An opportunity to check on this matter has been presented in that 
CRAWFORD will be concluding a project in Wes t Indian waters in early 
September 1963 . It is planned to make two detailed oceanographic s ections 
from the Atlantic into t h e Caribbean through the two important s ills connecting 
them. One section will be run through the Anegada and Virgin passages into 
the Venezuelan and Colo mbian bas ins and the ot h er t hrough the Windward passage 
into the Cayman and Yucatan Bas ins. We now have much more accurate reversing 
thermometers than were available in 1958 and it i s hoped that t h i s intere sting 
question may in part be answered. 
In a previous work (Worthington and Met calf 1960) an a ttempt wa s made 
to describe the deep potential temperature/salinity relationship in the Atlantic 
Ocean . . Since that paper was prepared (it was read a t the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea meeting in Copenhagen in October 1959) a great 
many more reliable obs ervations have become available, particularly in the 
northern North Atlantic. The Gerrren results from the International Geophys ical 
Year and the more recent cruis e of M/S ERI KA DAN under charter to thi s 
Institution have filled in the major gaps in our coverag e of the Atlantic . 
The clearest method of presenting the deep data seems to be to prepare 
charts of salinity at different potential temperature s urfaces; t hese show v ery 
clearly such features as the out t low from the Norwegian Sea and the Mediterranean 
Sea into the Atlantic. Chart s have been prepared of s a linity a t each 0. 2° 
potential temperatur e increment from 1. 4° to 4° C. These charts ha ve a draw-
back because th e preci se sal.in.ity mea s urements ne cessa ry for their compila tion 
were s pread in time between the years 1954 and 196 2 . This hardly approaches 
the synopt ic ideal . The form in which thes e chart s will b e published has not 
yet been decided, but it i s felt they may be us eful tools for the fu t ure s tudy of 
deep water circulation. 
References 
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MEDITERRANEAN OUTFLOW - Frederick C. Fuglister 
The study of the Mediterranean water in the Atlantic Ocean stems from a 
long-term interest in the alleged extraordinary influence of the inflow of 
Mediterranean water on the salinity of the Atlantic Ocean, and trom the results 
of the last DISCOVERY II International Geophysical Year cruise in the Bay of Cadiz 
in 1958. 
The data from this cruise clearly delineate the core, or stream, of highly 
saline water flowing from the Straits of Gibraltar along the bottom in the north-
ern portion of the Bay of Cadiz. The salinity and the density of the water 
rapidly decreases as it mixes with the fresher water of the Atlantic so that by 
the time it reaches Cape St. Vincent at the southwest corner of the Iberian 
Peninsula the maximum observed salinity has changed from over 38. Oo/~to 36.5%0 
and the sigma-t from 29.0 to 27.7. At this point the core of high salinity water 
probably contains less than 40% of pure Mediterranean water. 
According to Wust this water can be traced over virtually the entire North 
and South Atlantic and the percentage of Mediterranean water present at any 
point can be determined from a curve for the Temperature/Salinity relationship 
in the core layer of this upper North Atlantic Deep Water. Dr. C.O'D. Iselin, 
using the Helland- Hansen anomaly method, shows that the water extends over 
a much smaller area, confined to the North Atlantic, north of 20° N. Dr. Albert 
Defant believes that this difference can be explained by differences in the 
definition of the "Mediterranean Water" but he insists that "traces" of 
Mediterranean Water can be followed far into the South Atlantic (Defant 19 6n. 
It is certainly important to define the Mediterranean water carefully but 
the extent to which this water spreads is determined actually by the end point, 
or end points, chosen to represent zero Mediterranean Water. Presumably 1 in 
the "core" method 1 the end point occurs where the core or tongue ceases to 
exist. The question here is: to what extent does the presence of a core 1 say , 
a layer of maximum salinity 1 depend on the presence of another core or minimum 
layer? Would the "traces" of Mediterranean Water at 2 1 000 meters in the South 
Atlantic be recognizable if the core of relatively fresh water 1 the Subantarctic 
Intermediate Water 1 were not present? 
Questions of this nature are being investigated because it appears that 
the influence of the Mediterranean outilow on the thermohaline structure of the 
Atlantic is frequently som\?what exaggerated. The North Atlantic would pro~ably 
be the most saline of the world's oceans even if it were cut off from this source. 
References 
Defant 1 Albert. Physical Oceanography Vol. I 1 Pergamon Press 19 61. 
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MEDITERRANEAN CIRCULATION - Arthur R. Miller 
The last of a series of three cruises to the Mediterranean Sea wa s 
completed in 1962. These cru i s es had a s objectives the determination a nd 
observation of the processes involved in v ertical circulation and the forma-
tion of deep and intermediate waters. These processes required t hat the 
investigations be carried out in the winter season. 
Temperature and salinity profiles have been drawn and the T- S 
characters of the waters have been determined. A significant feature of the 
T- S analysis is the deep s easonal change occurring i n the lower Aegean Sea. 
A smaller degree of seasonal change occurs in the Western Mediterranean. 
Periodic and aperiodic large scale changes occur in the Adriatic which is a 
strong contributor to Eastern Mediterrean c irculation. 
Oxygen values from these c rui s es have been compared with previous 
work and have been plotted. The minimum oxygen layer in the Western Mediter-
ranean appears to be the source for water pa ssing i nto the Atlantic. Assuming 
this layer to be the nutrient-rich layer from the inverse relationship between 
oxygen and phosphate, the Mediterranean is impoverished by this outflow ;; 
The Mediterranean Sea get s little fres h water contribution from run-off 
and rainfall, hence a dominant part of its complicated circulatory system depends 
on the transfer of energy at the sea surface through evaporative process e s and 
incoming radiation . Evaporating pan measurement s show that, in terms of salinity 
increase, a rise in surface salinity of 0 . l O/oo per hour due to evapora tion i s 
normal for the area. Incoming radiation may offset the instability of surface 
conditions to some extent but evaporation is a s trong i nfluence in the vertical 
circulation of the Mediterranean where the range of density is relatively small. 
In February and Marc h 1963 , Paul Tchernia from the Labora to ire d ' Oceano-
graphie, Paris, and Henry Charnock , National Ins titute o f Oceanography, England, 
were in Woods Hole collaborating in the analy s es and data preparation. This 
effort will be brought to a completion following the crui s e of the ATLANTIS II to 
the Indian Ocean, July-December 1.963 . 
Papers present ed during this period were as follow s: "The Use of Net 
Radiometers at Sea" by Robert G. Munns , "Direct Ob s ervations of Subsurface 
Currents" by John Bruce, and "Circulation Problems .in the Mediterranean" by 
A. R. Miller. The above were pres ented at the NATO Summer School on Air- Sea 
Interaction at Imperial College, London. A paper entitled "Physical Oceanography 
of the Mediterranean" was pre s e nt ed at a congre s s in Monaco o f the Interna tiona .l 
Commission for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediterranean Sea. 
A paper entitled "Dry Squall in the Mediterranean" by Arthur R. Miller 
has been accepted for publication in the Marine Observer. Another paper entitled 
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"The Oxygen Question: The Solubility of Oxygen in Sea Water" by Arthur R. Miller 
has been submitted for publication to the Journa l.2!_ Marine Research. 
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EQUATORIAL CURRENT SYSTEM - William G . Metcalf 
The Equatorial Current System ha s been the s ub ject of considerable 
descriptive study for many years 1 but the recent dis covery or redis covery of 
the Equatorial Under current in both the Atlantic and Pacifi c Oceans ha s started 
a major reappraisal of the sys tem . 
The Atlantic Equatorial Under current was described by Buchanan in 
several papers between 1886 and 1895 1 but his work was largely ignored until 
recently . Various expeditions since Bu c hanan 's time failed to detec t the 
Undercurrent or at lea s t fa iled to apprecia te its nature primarily because it is 
so thin from top to bottom that the usual s a mpling techniques did not delineat e 
its primary feature 1 the salinity maximum. 
Alerted by the w ork of Cromwell 1 Montgom ery and Stroup in the Pacific 
in 1954 and by the startling w ire angle s encountered along t he Equator di1ri ng the 
International Geophys ical Year survey 1 ob s erving techniques were des igned to 
sample the current in much greater detail than had previously been attempted . 
In 1961 on CHAI N cruis e 17 1 measurements of the Undercurrent were made at 
18° 30 'West 1 and at 13° 30 'West. 
With this background 1 a two- ship s urvey of the reg ion s omewhat west 
of the above- mentioned observ ations was planned for the winter and spring of 
19 63 . As it turned out 1 the work became a part of the Internat ional Cooperative 
Investigations of th e Tropical Atlantic. Coordinated by the U.S. Bureau of 
Commercial Fi sheries 1 the study was g iven the name EQUALANT I. 
R/V CRAWFORD wa s engaged primarily in making a phys ical oceanographic 
survey consi sting of hydrographic sta tions and i n s itu salinometer lowerings 
between 10° North and South and b etween 25° and 40° West. Figure 2 show s the 
positions and types of stations made during th.is survey 0 Six north- s outh and 
two east-west s ections were made. At the s ame time, R/V CHAI N placed 
Richardson current meters near the Equato:r on most of the s ections . In additionu 
CRAWFORD launched s everal parachute drogu e s in t he Undercurrent 0 BT 
obs ervations wer e made hourly underway and a t each s tation . 
The accumulated data are being s tudied at pr e s ent . In all s ections , t he 
Undercurrent wa s found flowing to the Ea s t below the surface 0 The s urface 
current appeared to vary , apparently with the development of t he Trade Winds. 
The high s alinity cor e of the Undercurre nt can definitely be traced to the 
res ervoi r of h igh s alinity water found clos e to t he bulge of Brazil . A s t rong sub-
surface northward flow of thi s water wa s apparent from the wire angle s at sta tions 
close to the coas t at 35° West. 
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Figure 2. R/V CRAWFORD, hydro stations during EQUALANT I. 
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In addition , a re latively high salinity core wa s s een north of t he Equator 
which may be associat ed with the Equatorial Ccunter Current. Another, though 
less striking, core wa s noticed south of the Equator; it al so needs further 
study. Figures 3 and 4 show temperature and salinity profiles of the shallow 
layers of three of the s ections 0 
The current meter data hav e been spot-checked and indicate that the 
current flow was ea s terly near the Equator at most station s 0 Ther e are a few 
anomalies which hav e not yet been explained. 
It is hoped that within two years another cruise ca n b e made, extending 
the survey to the west of the pre sent s t udy 0 Problems having to do with the 
source of the high s a linity water of the Equatori~l Counter Curre nt and t he pat h 
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DEEP CURRENT MEASUREMENTS - Joseph Ro Barrett 
The possibility that the southward-moving water offshore from th e Flor ida 
Current and the westward dr ift of the deep s lope wat er inshore from the Gu lf 
Stream are part s of a conti nuou s d eep current ha s b e e n the subject of our i nvesti-
gations. The notion of continuity required t hat this current pass under the Gulf 
Stream somewhere in t h e v i cinity of Cape Hattera s 0 It was proposed to measure 
the deep current using neutra lly- buoyant float s alo ng the axis of the surface 
stream as it was beginning to flow over the continental slope and i nto the deeper 
water of the western basi n aft e r l e aving the Blake Plateau 0 
From September 30 to October 2 7 1 19 62 1 ATLANTIS was engaged in 
investigating these deep current s and a deep flow of s outhwa rd-moving water 
was located. The ATLANTIS t racked neutrally- buoyant float s at fiv e locations 
under the axis of the s tream start ing near 34° N and thence to the northea s t at 
intervals of about forty kmo Tw o or more float s were followed simultaneously 
at various depths at each location for about 2 day s 0 
The volume of flow computed was 5 - 10 million m3/sec 1 very much the 
same as computed by Swallow and Wort\lingt on from previous observations 
slightly further south 0 The data from thi s effort a r e now in the final stages of 
analysis. Deep current studies will be continued in the fall of 1963 i n a cruise 
to the region east of the Blake Plateau and Blake Outer Ridge 0 
Refere nces 
Deep Currents South of Iceland by J 0 H 0 Steele 1 J 0 R 0 Barrett and L 0 V 0 Wort hington 0 
Dee:e..-sea Res. I 1962 I Vol 9 o 
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VOLUME TRANSPORT OF THE FLORIDA CURRENT - Bruce A. Warren 
Dow ns tream fro m the Strait s of Fl orida, t he Flor ida Curre nt increas e s 
severalfol d in volume; howeve r , the vertical shear of t his a dditiona l flow is 
compatible only in par t w ith geostrophi c i nflow from the Sargasso Sea . Although 
ins ufficient curr e nt obs erva tio n s preclud e dir e c t est ima t e s of the volume of flow , 
the vertical shear of geostrophic ve locit y i s spec ified by hor i zontal dens ity 
gradients, and t his impo ses stringent limit s on t he pos sible di stributions of the 
flow . Si nce fl ow is ex pected approximately alo ng 6t- surfa c e s - - except nea r the 
sea surface-- an inquiry i nto the s ources o f the additiona l flow is b e ing under-
taken by computing under variou s a s sumption s t he flow a cro ss s everal oc e a no-
graphic s ections in the Florida Curre nt a nd Sarga s so Sea between s elect ed6c 
surfaces. 
As a pre liminary re s ult it a ppears that the down s t re am pre s s ure gradient 
on the ins hor e s ide o f the Curre nt be twe e n the Straits of Florida a nd Cape 
Hatteras i s abou t tw i c e a s great a s that o n the o ffshore side , a nd thi s s uggest s 
a significant inflow to the Curre nt from t h e s lope wat e r . Th i s po s sibil ity is 
consistent with the large westward motions ob s erved i n t he s lope water by 
Volkmann (19 62) , and with the c ha ra c teristics of deep wat er in th e Gulf Stream 
which seems to flow in the same direct ion a s the surfa ce current (Fuglister , i n 
press). In the temperature range where deep slope water i s ea sily dis t ingui s h-
able from Sargasso Sea wat er (about 3. 5 - 4 . 5 o C) , t he wa t er in the density 
gradients a s s o ciated w ith the Strea m ha s salinitie s mu ch clo s er to t hos e of s lope 
water than of Sarga sso Sea water. 
It is ho pe d that this pos sibility can be investigated in detail, w ith 
par ticu la r r efere nce to devis ing a s c heme of g e o s trophic volume t rans port s 
betweenGt- surfa ces c ons is t e nt w ith ob s erved hor.iz o ntal dens ity gradients. 
A pa per ha s b e en accepted for pub lication i n Te llu_E_ i n which the large-
s cal e mea nd ers o f t he Gulf Strea m , pr ev ious ly thought a s socia t ed with a hydro-
dy namical ins tab ility , are r e la ted to the sloping topography of the Contine ntal 
Rise (Warren, 19 63) . 
References 
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SALINITY MEASUREMENTS~ Karl E . Schlei cher and Alvin L . Bradshaw 
During the pa s t nine years the conductivity method of determining the 
salinity of sea water has come into general use . Prior to 195 4 one of the few 
groups, if not t he only one, that used a precision conductivity bridg e for the 
routine determination of salinity at s ea or a s hore wa s the Coast Guard Ice Patrol 
stationed at Woods Hole. Today it i s s afe to say that almost all laboratorie s 
that a r e concerned with Physical Oceanography in this country and many in other 
countries have repla ced or are replaci ng the Knuds en titration mea s urement s with 
measurement s made on various type s of conductivity or s alinity bridges . Salinity 
br idges can yield mea s ureme nt s almost an order of magnitu de better in accuracy 
than those done by routine Knuds en titration and a re v ery readily adapted for use 
at sea. These advantages have proved very significant in, among other ways , 
the ability to trace bodies of water by u s e of the temperature/s alinity corre la-
tion and in the rapidity of processing data accumulat ed on a hydrographic c ru i s e. 
In more recent years , effort ha s been put into adapting the conductivity 
method to precision in s i tu meas urement s to great depths. Variou s in situ 
salinometers have been used for some time (including the so- called "STD" 
(Salinity Temperature and Depth Recorder) us ed a t Woods Hole for many years) 
but the s e instruments were usable only to sha llow depths and were of relatively 
low accuracy. The pre s e nt a ttempts are to de sign instrument s to go to 6, 000 
meters or deeper and to give salinities to a n accuracy of.± 0. 05 ° /oo or better . 
Though the accuracy of an :in s itu salinome ter may not compete with thos e of a 
laboratory-type salinometer for s everal years to come, the fact that t he measure-
ments a re continuou s can add considerably to the knowledge of the s alinity 
a nd temperature s tructure of the ocean . 
The work done by this group deals prima rily w ith the design, construc-
tion and maintena nce of instrume nts to measure the s a linity of sea water by t he 
condu c tivity method , but it also includes the measurement o f the e ffe ct s on 
c onductivity of other properties of s ea water besides salinity and t empera ture. 
One s uch property w hich enters the conductivity fue1ction when in s itu measure-
ment s are made is pre ssure . 
- The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution i n situ s a linometer was us e d 
on three cruises during the pa s t ye a r: A student cruis e on the R/V CHAIN i n 
July 1962 when 8 lowering s w ere made; R/V CRAWFORD Crui s e 88 i n October 
when 29 lowering s wer e made, and R/V CRAWFORD Cruise 9 1 with about 60 
lowering s . The results from CRAWFORD 88 indicated t hat the dept h circuit and 
t he compens a ting c ell were not fu nctioning properly" However , the instrument 
was scheduled to go on t he EQUALANT Cruise the following Ja nuary where it 
wa s fe lt it would be extremely u s e ful i n helpi ng to deHne the location of the 
equatorial undercurre nt. The depth circuit wa s modified to a ccommoda t e lower·-
ing s only to 375 meters and some new cells were made which it wa s hoped would 
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function well enough to thts depth 0 With these modifications the instrume nt 
was used very successfully for half the cruise until e lectronic difficulties 
prevented further use 0 
The accompanying illu s tration (Figure 5) shows a series of Nansen 
bottle s alinity point s superimposed upon a smoothed tracing o f the original 
depth- salinity curve a s it appeared on the X- Y plotter 0 The tra c ing ha s been 
slightly shifted until the best fit o f the Nansen points has been e ffected 0 This 
need of shifting the curv e for the bes t fit indicate s that t he calibration of the 
instrument wa s not constant with depth which might be due to imperfect compens a-
tion by the c ompensating cell. This illustration does show 1 however , how use-
ful the instrument can be in interpolating between Nansen bottle points even 
though its absolute accuracy may s till not be satisfactory 0 
The investigation of the effect o f pressure on conductivity was completed 
during the year . Mea surements were carried out on sea waters of 31 1 35 and 
390 /oo at 5° C intervals from oo to 25 ° C over a pressure ra nge of 15 t o 15 1 000 lbs. 
per square inch. A formula giving the percentage increa s e in conductivity with 
pressure as a function of pressure 1 temperature and salinity has been constructed 
which fits the mea s ured values to withi n the equivalent of + 0. 00 7° /oo s a linity 
units. The accuracy of the measurement s is estimated to be_± 0. 0 l 0 / oo or better . 
For the coming year it is expected tha t some improvements will be made 
on the laboratory-type sa linometers to improve their stability and decrea s e 
maintenance time. This includes transis toriz ing the present electronic circuit s 
wit h an increa se of the operating freque ncy from 11 000 cycles per s econd to 5 6 000 
cycles per second 1 and the changing o f the present resistance bridge to a trans-
for mer br idge o 
The d ifficulti es e ncountered with the in s itu salinometer ha s lead to a 
~--
reappraisal of the instrument as a w hole 0 Serious thought is being g iven to 
changing it into a conductivity-temperature-depth probe and calculating t h e 
s alinity on the s urface rather than making compens ations in the prob e 0 Analys i s 
of this pro blem is s till underway but the Hrst i ndications are that this system 
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Figure 5. Jn situ salinometer and Nansen bottle salinity com-
parison, R/V CRAWFORD, EQUALANT I. 
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FORECASTING WINTER TEMPERATURES~ Joseph Cha s e 
The foreca sting of w.inter temperatures at Woods Hole wa s started by 
Dr . Franz Baur' s work on a relationship between November pre ssures and tem-
peratures at selected stations and the sub sequent average w inte r (December, 
January and February} temperature in southern New England. The availability 
of monthly mean pressure maps at the Institution made pos s ible the examina-
tion of the pressure field for the entire hemis phere month by month. The 
exa mination revealed the similarity (allowing for normal s easonal changes) 
between the patterns o f November and those of sub sequent winter months . The 
similarities were found to be closer in high latitudes and especially along the 
trans- arctic r idge 1 the path which connects Siberi a 1 the w intertime cold pole i n 
this hemisphere 1 with the United States 0 It is down this path t ha t our coldest 
air masses travel and the strong er the flow of cold a ir the colder the w inter will 
be. 
· A template was devi s ed to gauge the cold air flow in November and its 
readings are t ranslated into average winter tempera tures by means of a r egression 
equation derived from experimental data . The method gave a correlation co-
efficient of +0 0 7'7 when applied to twenty years of independent data and this is 
significant at above the 0 . 1% level. 
The forecast of average temperature for the past winter was 29 0 4°F 1 or 
1. 8°F below t he normal currently in u s e by the U . S . Weather Bureau . The ob s erved 
figure was 27. 6°F giving a n error o f 1. 8°F which is w e ll within normal expecta-
tions . 
References 
Cha s e 1 Joseph 1 (1962). Forecasting Winter Temperature in Southern New England. 
WHOI 1 Ref. No . 62·-3 '7. 
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ATLANTIC THERMOHALINE DATA - Elizabeth Schroeder 
(l) Proc essing of Bathythermograph Data o Ta ble I in Section VIH of 
this report show s the source of bathythermograph s lides received during t h e 
last fi s cal year . In proc essing , the slides are read and photographe d , the 
pertinent da ta trans cribed , and ozalid prints are made o The sta t i stics related 
to the processing are as follows~ 
BT s lides received 
BT slides pho tographed 
Ozalid prints completed 
Backlog of slides to b e pho tographed 
6,5 65 
5 , 737 
18 , 575 
49 5 
The daily lowerings by eleven lightships s tationed along t he ea stern 
seaboard continue to b e the nucleus of the proces sing done by thi s s ection. In 
January, 19 63, t he decision was made to proces s all data using the centigrade-
metric units of me asurements 0 This entails converting all the tempera ture s in 
our average books a nd is a long process which may take severa l years to c omplete. 
During thi s period 5 , 9 61 bathythermograms w ere examined and from each 
the following i nformation was r e corded whenever it could be obtained: 
Temperature at the surface 
Te mperature at 9 M , 15M , 30M, 46M , 76M, l OOM, 
150M , 200M, and 250 M. 
As part o f the associated activiti e s carried on by this d epartme nt, 159 BT 
readi ng grid s w ere made for instruments cal:i.brated here at the Institutiono In 
con junction w ith this was the mounting of grids to be issued to Institution 
personne l for use on crui s es or to be s e nt to various in s t itutions for use i n their 
work . In the yea r ju s t ended , 218 mounted grids and 33 s pares were issued . 
Duri ng the year, 13 ,578 bathythermogtams and 4 , 16 2 hydrographic 
s tations were averaged a nd H1ed by one degree quadrangl e s , This .leave s a 
backlog of 1, 10 0 BT print s and 285 s tations to be a v eraged. Of the prints 
a v e raged , 5 , 253 were from the National Oce a nographi c Data Center and 2 , 236 
were from the Atlantic Oceanograph.i? Group o These must all b e read for temper~ 
ature s at standa rd depths and sinc e Ja nuary , thes e temperatures mu st be converted 
to centigra de degrees before they can be averaged 0 




2 ,~ 89 
59 1 6707 
BT ob s ervations 0 
Hydrographic stations o 
Surface data cards . 
Me a!l s urface data cards . 
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(2} Variations of Temperature in the North Atlantic. A s eries of monthly 
average temperature profile s a long eight meridians across the North Atlantic 
has been completed and is being prepared for publication. 
"Average 200 Meter Temperature of the North Atlantic Ocean" was 
published in March 1 19 63 by the American Geographical Society as Folio 2 of 
the Serial Atla s of the Marine Environment. 
Three hundred and eighty-four drawings have been completed for Atlantic 
coast average surface temperature animation and photography will be started as 
soon as modification of a light t able is finished. When the movie is completed, 
a paper including the monthly average surface temperature charts on which the 
film is based will be submitted for publication. 
(3) Data from Publications and other Sources. Five hundred and four 
Hydrographic stations were copied from foreign Interna tional Geophysical Year 
data. This makes a total of 5 1 3 64 stations which have been copied and completes 
all International Geophysical Year data received to date. These data have not 
been averaged or filed, but are being held for evaluation and analysis. In 
addition to these, there were 388 stations copied from reduced data for various 
cruises and 3 1 380 were copied from publications. 
(4) PANULIRUS Station Data. Twenty- seven PANULIRUS stations, #154 
through #180 1 were corrected 1 s igma-t comput ed 1 temperature 1 salinity, and 
oxygen curves were drawn 1 and al.l stations were added to existing temperature, 
salinity 1 and oxygen profiles. A correction graph was drawn for one protected 
thermometer. Reduced data and geographical file cards were copied for all 
stations. · Some of the early s tations were made as part of a training program 
for biologists taking part in the International Indian Ocean cruise. 
Note~ The PANULIRUS i s the research vessel operated by the 
Bermuda Biological Station . 
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INTERNAL WAVES ~ Arthur D . Voorhis 
During the past year s tudies were made of internal wave data whi ch had 
been collected the previous year on a cruise of the R/V CHAI N to the Mediter"' 
ranean Sea. First, an attempt was made to compute the spatial power spectrum 
of internal waves ob s erved i n an a rea to the east of the I s land of Madeira. The 
waves were detected at a depth of 70 meters beneath the oceani c wind mixed 
layer, by recording c ontinuously the variations of temperature from one 6f the 
thermis tors mounted in the towed thermistor chain as the ship steamed at a s peed 
of 11 knots along variou s headings . On each heading the temperature var iations 
were sampled over a dbtance of about lO kilometers . During each ru n thes e 
variations wer e al so recorded on magnetic tape a s a frequency .... modulated signal 
in such a format that power spectra could be easily computed using the Addre s sor 
program with t he Recomp II computer at Woods Hole . About t en spectra have 
been computed from this data and in a ll ca s e s show that the internal wave power 
increases with wave l ength from the minimum resolvable wave length of about 
100 meters to the maximum resolvable length of about 1, 000 meter s . No spectral 
peaks were found within the se limits . ln order to find such peaks 1 measure-
ments wou ld have to be made ov er considerably longer horizontal dis tances in 
order to resolve the spec tra at l onger wave lengths . 
The second study made was of the large tidally-driven internal wav es 
observed in the Strait s of Gi braltar. These wav e s propagate along the large 
density gradient between Atlantic water at the surface and the heavier 1 more 
saline Mediterranean water lying beneath . This study was done in cooperation 
with R. Fra s setto, now at the NATO Labora tories in La Spezia, Italy, who ha s 
been interested in t hes e waves for several years . From the pres s ure recorded 
from several pitotmeters mounted in the thermistor chain, it wa s possible to 
mea s ure , while the ship was underway , the water velocities associated with 
the se large waves and in some cases it was observed to b e a s high as 100 e m/sec. 
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H o THEORETICAL OC EANOGRAPHY 
DYNAMICS OF OCEAN CURREI\1~8 ~ Nichola s P o Fofo noff 
Three probl ems re lated t o s teady flow s i n the s imple homogeneou s and 
two-layer oceans were examined duri ng the pas t year o In two of thes e problems 1 
the vorticity equation was studi ed to determine the effects of bottom topography 
and side boundarie s i n deflecting and intens ifying the flow, The third problem 
was related t o the decay of relat ive vorticity in s teady unbounded flow. An 
exact two-dimens ional solution has b een found that incorporates both driving 
forces and fr iction 0 Its c hara cteristics are being examined further 0 
In recent month s 1 a cons idera ble amou nt of a nalysis ha s been conducted 
on the current dat a obtaine d from t h e Richards on Current Meters. This effort 
will be implemented and continued 0 
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HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL STUDIES - Alan J. Faller 
The rotating basin, which was completed in the spring of 1962, 
was used during the past year to study the effects of wind stress on the 
rotating water mass, the thermal conve c t i on processes in a rotating 
system and the instability of laminar boundary layers in rotating systems. 
In conjunction with the laboratory measureme nts of the instability 
of the laminar Ekman boundary layer, t he followi ng proposal was made : 
that the Langmuir circulation cell s i n the ocean a re a manifestation of the 
instability of the spiral boundary layer near the surface of the ocean. 
To test this hypothesis, measurements of the angle between the surface 
wind and the directions of the wind rows w ere attempted. In some cases 
these observations w ere made from a small boat and i n other cases these 
angles were observed by scattering papers over the surface of tre ocean 
to indicate the wind rows and by using smoke flares to show the surface 
wind direction. In all cases the observations indicated that the wind 
direction was to the left of the row direction; this was in agreement with 
the theoretical prediction . The analogy between the laboratory results 
and the Langmuir cells was presented at the meetings of the American 
Geophysical Union in Washington, D. C. , April 1962. 
A paper entitle'd "The Instability of the Laminar Ekman Boundary 
Layer and Its Application in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics" was presented 
at the joint symposium of the Arperican Meteorological Society and the 
American Physical Union in Boulder, Colorado , September 1962. A manu-
script entitled "An Experimental Study of the Instability of the Laminar 
Ekman Boundary Layer" was accepted for publication by the Journal Qf_ 
Fluid Mechanics. 
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BUOYANT CONVECTION - Peter M o Saunders 
Studies of buoyant convection have been continued with particular emphasis 
on the nature of the t urbulent ex.change between the buoyant flu id and its 
environment 0 To exte nd the range of these s tudies a new shallow tank has 
been const ructed 0 In these experjments a cylindrical column of dense fluid 
will be released within a shallow t a nk of wat er o It is expected that the flow 
of this dense fluid will have certain similarities with turbidit y currents a nd 
with thunderstorm downdraughts thereby leading t o a bett er understanding of 
these phenomena 0 
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III o APPLIED OCEANOGRAPHY 
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY - David M o Owen 
The underwater photography and self-contained diving work at the Institution 
is primarily concerned with t he development of underwater camera equipment 
both deep-sea and hand -held 1 the use of underwater cameras as a supplementary 
toi;>l applied to some of the research problems at the Institution , and the development 
and supervision of the self-contained diving activities at the Institution. 
Bottom photography was accomplished on three cruises of the R/V BEAR, 
one cruise of the R/V ASTERIAS , a nd one of the R/V ATLANTIS o R/V ASTERIAS 
and R/V BEAR cruises took place in the Narragansett Bay region and the continental 
shelf south of Cape Cod 0 The Robot stereopcopic camera was used t o photograph 
small scale rf>ughness and the various bottom types sampled, and the results 
will be correlated with the echo stren\Jth a nd bottom reflectivity measurements 
taken by Lloyd F 0 Breslau and Andrew Nalwalk o Self- contained diving was also 
employed in Narragansett Bay ap an aid to the bottom s t udies I and t he recently 
developed portable underwater tape recorder proved of value in recording the 
divers' observations o 
Close-up slow-motion pict ures were made of wave-induced sediment 
moveme nt for Dr. John M. Zeigler on Cape Cod a nd Carribean beaches. The 
camera setup for this study has become more sophist icat ed in that wave height I 
velocity I time I and digital counter (for "locking in" with recordings made on 
the beach) are shown in the s~me pi ct ure with the shifting sand particles o 
A camera and strobe flash unit was attached i n side a large Campbell 
Grab (bottom dredge) which will be used by Dr . K. 0 . Emery of the Institution 
in the geological study of the At lantic contine ntal s helf and slope which i s 
being sponsored by the United St a t es Geologi cal Survey. This camera , a 
3Smm Robot 1 phot ographs the undisturbed sediment before the Grab closes . 
It is anticipat ed tha t work in the near future will include further collabo-
ration wit h Mr . Breslau in bottom reflectivity s tudies a nd with Dr . Zeigler in the 
study of wave-induced sediment movemenL In addit ion , deep-s ea camera 
work is planned with Dr 0 Zeigler in the Carribean area . 
Deep-sea bottom photos made during R/V BEAR Cruise 258 in December 
1960 I a bathymet ric a nd sediment survey of the Tongue of the Ocean , Baharms , 
appear in a report (Woods Hole Oceanographic Ins titut ion Reference No . 62-27) 
submitted by Mr. Wi lli am D . Athearn in July 1'~62 , to t he United States Naval 
Underwater Ordnance St ation , Newport , Rhode Island . 
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BUOY TELEMETRY - Robert Go Walden 
Long range telemetering buoys have been developed during 1962 and 
1963 0 Successful tests have been made of buoys which t elemeter 1 on command , 
a variety of data i n digital form over ranges of 100 0 miles 0 
In December 1962 a deep current t elemetry station was set a t 32<1 10;'N 
64?' 30' -w " The buoy was interrogated from t he shore a nd several hundred 
recordings were made of scheduled informati.on o These tra nsmissions were 
monitOifed by Int e rna tional Telephone a nd Telegraph a t Southampton I Long 
Island With excellent result s o 
A t elemetry receiving a nd interrogation s t a tion has been built at Waquoit , 
Massachusett s , to provide a good receiving a nd t ra nsmitting evniroment 0 
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS - Duncan E. Morrill 
In the summer of 1962 the Instit ution began assembling the nucleus of 
a computing group as a first step in significantly upgrading its capabilities 
in the field of rapid data processing . An early t ask was the selection of an 
appropriate cop1puting system for the Institution . A General Electric GE225 
was selected after a careful analysis of cost versus work capability of several 
leading systems 0 
In April 1963 I the GE225 was installed , on a temporary basis in the Laboratory 
of Oceanography; this provided better . preparation for the eventual us~ of the 
entire system o In June t he initial part of the GE225 was moved to the Laboratory 
of Marine Sciences; the rest of the syst em was delivered; and the entire system 
set up in the new Information Processing Center . 
The GE~25 is an intermediate size computer; the Institution's configuration 1 
a rather large one. This gives a very flexible syst em at modest cost. It has 
card input and output , high-speed printing 1 magnetic tape units, paper tape 
input and output I disc storage and a special co~mmunications unit for the attaching 
of special input and output equipment 1 e.g. , analog t o digital converter and 
graph plotter 0 
The major applications will be data reduction , statistical analysis 1 
station data processing and time series analysis , and simulation 0 It is antici-
pated that with learning and experience there will develop very rapidly many 
other types of applications and that computing will become a valuable and essential 
element in the Institution's work 0 
/ 
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IV. MARINE B!OLOGY 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND BIOLUMINESCENCE -Charles S. Yentsch 
In temperate oceans, surface enrichment with plant nutrients from deep 
water occurs as a result of a seasonal overturn which is accomplished by a 
cooling of the surface layers and mixing by wind act~on. In tropical oceans I 
which are seasonally stratified 1 the steady low level of photosynthesis is 
presumably maintained by biochemical regeneration and diffusion; however 1 
neither process can be easily demonstrated. 
On R/V CHAIN Cruise 26 the rate of phytoplankton production was examined 
in areas wre:re horizontal water mass transport was extensive . OJaervations 
showed that extremely high production occurred in areas where sigmfi -t surfaces 
were diverted towards the surface presumably as a result of geostrophic flow. 
In the northern hemisphere the area of high production is to the right of the observer 
looking directly into the current. At first glance it would appear that _this prqcess 
was identical to that observed in coastal upwelling. However 1. the magnitude 
of the production encountered could not be accounted for on the basis of wind 
str~ss considerations. The augmented production in this portion is undoubtedly 
the result of higher density I . nutrient rich water being ]iaced in a closer proximity 
to the surface. There is also the suggestion that an upward displacement of 
water is occurring 1 presumably along the sigma-t surface. However I this may 
merely be a reflection of a general mixing process along the region of the 
thermocline. 
The importance of this process in the total photosynthetic produ,ction in 
the oceans has yet to be ascertained. However , it is clearly evident that i n 
many areas previously thought of in terms of biochemical and diffusive regenerat~ve 
processes , the horizontal invective process is important in t he enrichment of 
surface waters. We are presently considering the relationship between current 
velocity and surface production . 
Cycles of photosynthesis and bioluminescence have been observed in 
cultures of marine phytoplankton . Moreover I daily changes in both processes 
are observed in surface waters of the ope n ocean . The cause s\ of the photosyn -
_thetic peribdicity are obscure but seemingly are the result of a fatigu~ of the 
photosynthetic process after intense periods of phot osynthesi s . It has been 
shown that the daily cycle of bioluminescence is t he exact opposite of the trend 
of solar radiat ion 0 Culture experiments have shown that the bioluminescence 
illuminating proce ss is i nhibited by bri ght light . The daily change of ~ biolumines cence 
can be observed throughout the e u photic zone . The depth at which ra~iation does 
' not influence bioluminescence is approximately 125 meters in the open ocean. 
In more turbid coastal wat ers this depth is much shallower . Our observations 
of the vertical change of bioluminescence show that t hese changes are not measurably 
influenced by ve rtical migration of organisms . Furthe rmore I a proce ss of 
ada~~ation o f t he organisms occurs at different de pt hs . This re sult s in deep 
wa t er orga nisms bei ng more se nsitive to s ma lle r light i nten s itie s than surface orga nisms 0 
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Ahighly sensitive and precise method for the measurement of chlorophyll 
and phaeophytin by flourescence has been devised 0 Measurements of the concen-
trations of these pigments are being made daily in Woods Hole waters 0 Generally , 
the phaeophytin concentratio n is quite low , but aft er a winter gale t he conce n-
tration of this pigment has been observed to increas e greatly . This is the 
result of plant detrital material being stirred upward from the bottom . Measurements 
of pigment in bottom deposit s have shown that phaeophytin concentrations are 
quite large there. Observati ons in the open ocean have shown that the phaeophytin 
concentration is very low within t he euphotic layer 0 Below this layer all the 
chloroplastic pigment appears to be i n the phaeophytin form 0 The other site 
for high concent rations of phaeophytin appears t o be i n the int estines of 
herbivorous crustaceans . Coarse net t ows , when e xtract ed with acetone 1 yield 
considerable greenish pigment. Measurement s show that practically all of thi s 
_is phaeophytin 0 Factors affecting the formation of phaeophytin in phytoplankton 
have been studied using cultures. These observation s show t hat when nutrient-
deficient I the chlorophyll a does not convert t o phaeophytin , even when the 
culture is incapable of photosynthesizing 0 
Factors affecting t he compen sation int e nsity (photosynthesis: respiration) 
are being studied using cultures of marine phytoplankto n 0 A culturing apparatus 
has been designed where phytoplankton population is ret a ined on a membrane 
filter 0 This allows the removal or addition of new culture medium without changing 
the population number 0 The chamber may be equipped with oxygen or pH electrode 1 
and as the culture per unit volume is low in the chamber phot osynthesis or pH 
responses are quite rapid. These experiments show t ha t as a culture becomes 
progressively nut rient-deficient 1 t he compensation inte ns ity increases 0 In 
most healthy cultures the compensation intensit y is about 1/Hhh the intensity 
for saturation of photosynthesis . Extremely low compensation intensities have 
been obtained at temperatures lower t han are con sidered optimal for growth 0 
Interest i n development of more sat isfact ory and dependable opening closing 
units for plankton sampling has led t o the development of a pressure-operated 
unit . Actuation is accomplished by a mi croswitch wpich is closed by a~-pres.sure 
piston . The clos ing of the swit c h e nergizes a n e xplosive wedge which allows 
a spring-loade d damper t o open the mout h of the net. The dampe r closes t he 
net at the same depth by a latc hing relay and a second exploding wedge 0 Sea 
trials h a ve been extre mely succes sf ul and have demonst rat ed a second desirable 
feature 1 the noise of the small underwat er explosion which i s audible to a 
conventional submarine hydrophone , and thus signals the operation of the u nit 0 
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NUTRIENT CHEMISTRY- David Ao McGi ll a nd Nat hanl.el Corwin 
Of the elements i n sea wat er necess ary t o support the biomass , pho s phorus 
is usually the one available i n the most limited amount. The element is ut ilized 
by organisms mainly in the form of inorganic phosphat e in the euphot ic zone 0 
Regeneration of the eletnent from particulat e a nd dissolved organic phases can 
occur throughout the wa t er column 0 It is s t a ndard practice a t this laboratory 
to survey the e ntire wat er column for the total phosphorus cont e nt as well as 
the inorganic phosphat e level 0 From the difference o f these det erminati:b'ns 
a measure of the organic phosphorus level is obtai ned a nd some interpretation of 
the various s tages in the phosphorus cycle can be made 0 Our dat(l indicat e tha t 
there is about twice as much organic phosphorus a t deep- water levels of the South 
Atlantic as is found north o f the Equa t or , whi ch in t urn suggests that the produc-
tivityof the South Atlantic may be accordingly hi.gher 0 
Since the overturn of water in the a rea north of Newfoundland contribut es 
most of the North Atla ntic deep-wa t er circulation, this area is particularly important 0 
Frani twoTecErt expeditions i n the water~ between Labrador a nd Greenland a nd from 
an expedition in August t o Baifin Bay we have ot<t ained approximat ely a thousand 
samples. It is hoped that s tudies of the completed data can be tied to the obser-
vations available from further south , where previous dat a have shown some penet rat ion 
of high organic phos phorus in deep wat er which ha s been a s c ribed t o a northern 
ong1no Charts of the t ot al phosphorus distribution are being prepared; for 
much of the Atlantic basin and parti cularly the most northern region, these data 
are now available for t he first time 0 
Considerable time is also spe nt on comparison of a nalytical procedures 
and techniques 0 In July 1962 , D 0 Ao McGill spent t e n days on the Russian 
research vessel VITIAZ , operating out of Perth , Australia , as part of a UNESCO-
sponsored pro ject for inter-comparison of a nalytical work 0 Oxygen determi nations 
a nd phosphate methods were compared o n board by .Aust rali.an , Russian , Japanese 
a nd American personnel o An lnter-compari son of t echniques of oxygen measurement 
among th~ major U ._ S o laborat orie s was held in Woods Hole in December 1962 0 
The level o f oxyg e n s aturation is now being investigat ed , si.nce preliminary 
observation s suggest t hat the present lit erature overestimat es the oxygen sat uration 
due to an u nderevaluatio n of t he Bun sen coeffident 0 
A report presented a t the first SCOR/UNESCO Intercalibra tion Conference , held 
at Honolulu , Hawaii, September , 1961 e entitled "An Int ercali.bration of Analyti cal 
Techniques in Oceanography" by Bost w i ck H 0 Ket chum and Davi.d Ao McGill 
has been prepared in manu s cript for s ubmission t o UNESCO and publicat ion 
through the Special Committ ee on O cean Research 0 
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V. CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE GEOLOGY 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY - Vaug'han T . Bowen 
Surface samples for s t udie s o n the fis s ion product s from fallout have been 
collected on a biweekly schedule from t he four At lantic U. S. manned weather 
ships . Study of ytt ri um 91 , cerium 144 a nd promethium 147 in relation to the 
weather dat a has elegantly supported our thesi s tha t fallout delivery over the 
ocean is mediated i n different ways from that over t he land . The ratio of 
recent to pre-1961 *llout may be on ly about half tha t over land . ~s~pecially within 
the Bermuda -Azores high pres:s ure cell , very large amount s of fallout I 
e~ecially low i n recent materi al , appear to have been delivered almost in 
the absence of sens ible preci pita tion. When wind s in excess of about 38 mph 
are reported t he samples s how s t rong evi dence of dilution by water which is 
low in both new and old l a tha nide fi s s ion products. This would , of course 1 
not be observed in t he sit uatio n postulated by s ome oceanographers I of an• 
upper wind-mixed layer epsentially out of CO\ITrrtlnication with the underlying 
water. 
Substantial complet ion of the a nalyses a n the deep stations taken during 
CHAIN Cruise 17 i n 1961 , has shown very similar patterns a t stations at oq· 1 
5 1N , and 11 ?'N . Surface Sr90 concentrations a re. identical and values at · 
100 to 3 00 m are slightly elevat ed i n the northern s ta t ions compared to the 
equatorial values . Values for deep samples , down to 2500 m I at both no. N 
and O<¥ I are essentially the spme . The value s a t intermedi a t e depth on the 
equator are only very slightly elevat ed over tho s e observed in 1958 , and 
are much less than t~&se a t 29q, 15 ' N in the s outheastern Sargasso Sea where 
the surface water Sr is about doubled a nd t he values a t 100 m and 300 m are 
more than doubled . A(t pre sent this seems a nother indi cation of the especially 
high delivery of fallout under the Bermuda -Azores High . 
Preliminary s tudy of our da ta from the Chukchi Sea do~~ not support 
t he Russian idea of very cons iderable tra nsport of Pa cific s urface wat~r through 
t his shallow s ea northward into the Arctic Ocean. The fission product analyses 
are all consis tent wit h the view that t h i s i s a n essentially s t agna nt area , wit h 
most of the fallout Sr90 de livered t o it still i n its own wat~rs 8 a nd most of 
the ce ri um 144 a lready in the sediments. 
Our program of a nalysis o f trace elements in pure spe cies collect ions of 
plankton cont i nues t o be fruit fuL A major publication of results i s in prepara tion 
a nd collection of s amples ha s been accelerated. From data in hand, two interesting 
s t udies have b een made: Lit hium: Rubidium ratios permit diyiding our specimens 
i nto two groups - one with ratios greater than l , and mostly much gre ater , and 
one with ratios less than 0 . 4 . By contrast o nly two colle c t ion s fa ll in the range 
of sea water ·{Li:Rb 0 0 85) and one of t hese , being a two - species composite , i s 
que s tionable 0 Chow a nd Go ldberg have recently published s everal profile s of 
Li conc entration with dept h 8 all showing the minimum Li :C1 ratio at surface; this 
i s not emphasized in t heir di scussion 0 
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In fact 1 however 1 the activitie s of both groups of plankton cit ed above would 
t e nd precisely to this effect 1 s ince the Li acceptors are in gen eral creat ures 
which withdraw Li from s urface wat ers and the Li reject or s are in general 
predators which may be thm.ght ·to excrete more intensively a t dept h" 
Our series of Sr:Ba rat ios in plankt on also point t o the possiblity of 
biological control of the barium concentrat ion profile in the oceans" Goldberg 
has already post ulat ed this must be the major avenue of removal of Ba from surface 
wat ers" We find , contra st.ed t o a s ea - wat er Sr:Ba ra tio about 900 I t hat all our 
plankton ratios are lower: ' t he hlgh~st about 300 , the mean well below 200 and 
the lowest 10" It should be possible by accumulation of more a nalyses and by 
culture experiment s already begun , t o t e st Goldberg 6 s hypothesis that return 
to the wat er column is from sinking dead organi sms or fecal mat erial and is controlled 
by the solubility of barium sulfate " It a lso appears C\~rtain t o us that any biological 
uptake syst em showing strong Ba t o Sr discrimination wi ll show even stronger 
change I in the same direct ion , ln the Ra :Sr rat io. Ins t rumentat ion is about 
completed to use solid-state alpha spectrom etry for radium analysis in organisms 
to test this hypothesis ; a nd aut oradiographic examina tion of plankton tissues 
is also underway to explore t his" 
A major activity of our program in inorganic marine geochemistry during the 
past year has been organization of our two -ship cruise t o the Equatorial At lantic. 
As is knCJNn ., our program was begun a nd ha s been c arried through in<:Ependently 
of the International Cooperation Program , EQUALANT o which appears to have 
been sparked by our example 0 Much of our work will , however I mesh well wit h 
the more diffuse program I a nd their results should expand our interpretation 
of our ovvn s t udies 0 
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ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY - Max Blumer 
Hydrocarbons are more refract ory than most organic compounds which 
are intropuced into the sea water by orga nisms , by pollution or from sedimen-
tary and t errestrial P'ources 0 The ir re side nce time in the ocean should be 
sufficient t o permit their use for the cha racterization of lateral a nd vertical 
movement s of wat er masses 0 The biological a nd geochemical sources of the 
marine hydrocarbons a nd their concentrat ions in the s ea water have been studied 
to gain a better underst anding of their origin, the ir steady stat e concentration 
and their eventual fat e 0 The processe s governing the transformat ion of organic 
compounds in marine sediments have been observed indirect ly by an analysis of 
the stepwise transformation of molecules of known ori gin and structure in the 
subsurface 0 
During the past year a n organi c - free water s ampler which can be t riggered 
at a depth to filt er a 5 gallon water sample has been constructed a nd t ested 0 In situ 
filtration by a clean sampler is particularly importa nt t o avoid contamination 
by the ubiquitous hydrocarbons of fuel a nd lubricating oils 0 
Two techniques have been developed for the recovery of the dissolved 
hydrocarbon fraction of sea wat er 0 Extraction in a stabilized solvent bed 
followed by concentration of the e xtracts by zo ne melting gives good recovery 
over a wide boiling range; a simplified technique , using low temperature evapor-
c'i.tion of the solvent, permit s a much more rapid workup under retention of t he 
higher boiling fractions of the extract s 0 
Conditions have been defined for a separa t ion of the e xtracts into hydrocarbon-
type concentrates by small-scale chromat ography and clathrateformat iono 
Further separation by gas chromat ography a nd the recovery of gas chromat ographi c 
fractions for infrared or mass -spECtral analysis is now possi ble o 
U sin~ these techniques , all straight cha i n hydrocarbons from pentadecane 
t o dotriacontane have been i dentified in near shore waters " In the aromat ic 
fraction, fluoranthene and pyrene have been identified by several independent 
techniques o 
A s tudy of the hydrocarbon s in zooplankto n from the Gulf of Maine has 
let t o interest ing re sult s 0 Copepods of the Genus Calanus contain !lP to several 
percent of prist a ne , a hydrocarbon which they s ynthesize from phytol contained 
i n their phyt oplan kt on dieL As a rela t ively ine rt compound the prist a ne is passed on 
t hroughout the mari ne food cha in; it appears in small quantities i n t he liver oils 
of herring " sharks a nd whale s and has also been isol at ed from petroleum o 
Ot her planktonic organi s ms conta in much les s or no prista ne a t a ll , t hough s ome 
appear t o conta in ot her hydrocarbon s not found i n Calanus o Thus , organism s 
of limited geographic occurrence may well be found t o t ag· a wat er mass Vlith a 
species -speci fic organic product, whi ch - in the ca s e of a hydrocarbon- may be 
ret ained in the water once it move s away from its origino 
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Work has conti nued on the charact erizat ion of the aromatc hydrocarbons 
of a fossil sea lily. In addition t o many hydrocarbons common to other sedimentary 
materials , several unusual hydrocarbon s which had not been found i n nature before 
have been identified 0 They are in direct chemical and genetic relationship 
to the pigments of the sirrrte fossil and their discovery permits conclusions 
about the organic t ransformation reactions occurring i n t he subsurface e nvironment 
to which the fossil had been exposed 0 
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SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY - Richard M o Pratt 
The overall objective of the sedimentary geology program is an understanding 
of the geologic history and s t ruct ure of the ocean basins off the east coast 
of the United States 0 The accumulated sediment i n the basins affords a record 
of the histroy of the basins , just as on land the hiqt ory of a basin is recorded 
by the contained stratigraphic record . The process of sediment ation I the 
relationship between sediment types I a nd the bottom topography must be thoroughly 
understpod if the sedimentary record is t o be correctly analyzed. 
A cont our chart using lOOmeter contours has been plotted from dat a collected 
off the east coast of the Unit ed States during numerous Institution cruises 0 
This chart has been con s t ructed with emphasis placed on abyssal plain gradient s 1 
channels and similar ~eatures that have a bearing on patterns of sediment dis-
tribution on the ocean floor. 
Work has continued on a compilation of carbonat e data and available bottom 
sample descriptions of the area 0 This mat erial coupled with the chart data 
is being incorporated int o a paper e ntitled "Sedimentary Enviroment off the East 
Coast.:· 
Four trips have been made on the R/V GOSNOLD and one on the R/V ATLANTIS II 
in order to collect bottom samples and bathymet ry. from the area of interest on 
the east coast . More detailed field work is planned i n the carbonat e area off the 
Blake Plateau 0 
Refere nces 
Ro M 0 Pratt, Great Meteor Seamount - Deep Sea Research , Vol. l 0 I pp . 17-2 5. 
Ro M 0 Pratt I Photographic auf dem Meeresgrund - Kosmos 0 Vol. 7 e pp 0 306 - 311 
R 0 M 0 Pratt, Woods Hole Reference No 0 6 3 -14, Track Charts, Bathymetry a.m.d 
Location of Observations , Chain Cruise #28 o 
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COASTAL STUDIES: 
(a) SHELF SEDI MENTS AND MARINE CIRCULATION- John M . Zeigler and 
William D. Athearn 
The interrelationship between the distribution of sediments and the cir-
culation of the water in various shallow embayments is demonstrated by the 
distribution of the tests of pelagic Foraminifera in the sediments . Species from 
the open sea can be identified and their distribution in the bottom sediments is an 
indication, not only of the present-day circulation (surficial sediments), but also 
of whether circulation in the geological past was the same as at present (sub-
surface sediments). 
In the past year a manuscript which deals with the distribution of Foramin-
ifera and the intimate relationships between t h e hydrography and the type of rainy 
season in the general region of the Gulf of Venezuela has been completed and 
submitted for publication. Approximately ninety sediment samples collected from 
the Gulf of Darien (Uraba), Colombia, were studied for pelagic Foraminifera and 
it was found that although the more oceanic samples contained by far the greater 
abundance, occasional pelagic tests were found even near the head of the Gulf. 
Four short plankton tows were made in December 1962 from the Colombian vessel 
BOCAS DE CENIZA from the same gulf. Living pelagic Foraminifera were found only 
in samples from the entrance to the Gulf, but the omission from the other tows of 
even dead specimens may mean only that they a re extremely rare or that the currents 
which have brought in those found in the sediments are seasonal and that our tows 
were made on an off season. It is interesting to note tha t species of pteropods , 
believed to be marine pelagic and found in deep- sea sediments, were found ple nti-
fully even at the station nearest head of the Gulf, both in the net tow (living when 
collected) and in the bottom sediments . 
Sediments on the continental shelf south of Woods Hole are also being 
i nve stigated for pelagic Foraminifera. Here again they are found in the sediments 
occasionally but have not been recorded from plankton hauls in t he shallower shelf 
waters, perhaps also because of their relative scarcity, except when concentrate d 
as d ead shells in the sediments. 
It is anticipat ed that more plankton tow s will be made in the Gulf of 
Darie n next winter with larger nets towed for longer periods at variou s points in the 
water column. Investigation of this general s ubject will continue whenever the 
opportunity arises to study bottom sample s made available by our colleagues or 
whenever there i s an opportunity to make more plankton net collections. 
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COASTAL STUDIES: 
(b) COASTAL PHOTOGRAPHY - William D. Athearn and Claude Ronne 
Of the various classes of landforms whi ch make up the ear th's surface, 
coastal features are, generally speaking, most susceptible to rapid change of 
shape and posit ion. This i s because the majority of coastal featur es a r e composed 
of unconsolidated and therefore comparatively easily moved sediments which are 
situated where wind, waves a nd currents may all contribute to their formation, 
modification or destruction. Storm waves are undoubtedly the single most important 
force in the rapi d modification of a spit , bar or barrier is land and are of course 
ineffective elsewhere than at approximately s ea l evel. From a geologist's point 
of view it is appropriate to record these changes, some of which a re quite temporary 
while others are more permanent , along the e ntir e coastline not only because of the 
historical value of such records but al so becaus e evolu tionary trends for various 
types of coastlines should become apparent as the records accumulate. 
Time-lapse, oblique color movie photography of long sections of the 
coast from an aircraft has enabled us to record beach changes at relatively frequent 
intervals at a comparatively low cost . . Starting in 1954, a dozen major flights 
have been made, most between Long Island and Charleston, South Carolina. Three 
have extended around the Gulf Coast to the Rio Grande. · Several recent flights 
have included vertical photography. Both types o f photography are valuable 
depending on the purpose for which the photos are intended. The oblique movies 
include much of the area behinc;i the immediate beach and are of considerable 
interest from a standpoint of the economic evolution of the coastal a rea as well 
as from the aforementioned geological standpoint. The verticals are susceptibl e 
to measurement, and comparisons of amount of change may be made. Some of the 
flights have bracketed major coa stal storms so that it has been possible to record 
their affects . Follow-up flights one- half year or so later have enabled us to 
record the amount of recovery the affected a reas have made, or what permanent 
changes had been effected. 
A short flight was made in July 19 62 t o bring up to date our coverage of 
the local beach area. Time-lapse movies were taken o f the Outer Cape Cod 
beaches and those of Nantu cket and Martha 's Vineyard . Overlapping vertical 
black and white photographs were made of t h e Ca pe Co d Bay shoreline a n d of 
the Outer Cape beaches. In September we photogra phed between Long Island, 
New York and Cape Fear , North Carolina. We employed time- lapse photography 
between Montauk Point and Cape Charles, Virginia and then shifted to vertical 
photography for the Outer Banks a rea of North Carolina. This operation was a 
follow-up for a similar flight made in April 1962 subsequent to the severe March 
northeast storm which had severely mauled much of the beach area of the ea s t coast 
of the United Sta tes . Many scars remained and two or three new inlets (in the 
Chincoteague area of Virginia and one just nort h of Cape Hattera s) had not closed , 
but as would be expected, mos t indications were toward a general "h ealing" of the 
beach to pre- storm conditions . 
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In late December w e presented a paper a t the MAS meetings in Philadelphia 
which dealt with changes a t Cape Hatteras a nd Hatteras Inlet during the past 
1'7 years , based on comparisons of our more recent vertical phot ographs and some 
earlier verticals provided by .the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey~ It was 
indicated that changes at Cape Hatteras may be of a cyclic nature while 
there is a definite southwest erly migrat ion of Hatteras Inlet. This paper has 
been published in Naval Research Reviews. 
A s tudy of the affects of hurricane "Carla " on the Gulf Coast of Texas in 
1961 and of the degree of permane nt change or of recovery of the barrier beaches 
is partially completed. Results are expected t o be submitted for publication 
in the coming year. 
It is planned t o continue the flights indefinitely, with ab~ut a two - year interval 
between complete coverages of the East a nd Gulf Coasts, but with occasional 
additional flights to specific areas in the event of severe storms . A flight 
from Ma ine to Texas is anticipat ed for the spring of 1964 t o keep the series up 
to date. 
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VI. SHIP AND AIRCRAFT USE - John F. Pike 
SHIP CRUISES SUPPORTED BY CONTRACT Nonr - 2196 
Ship Cruise Dates Chief Scientist Area 
R/V ATLANTIS 287 30 Sept.-27 Oct. 1 1962 Joseph Barrett Gulf Stream 
R/V BEAR 280 19 July-30 July 1 1962 E. Bunce Off North Carolina 
R/V CHAIN 28 6 July- 21 July 1 1962 L. V. Worthington Grand Banks 
35 23 Jan. -18 May 1 1963 W. Richardson Gulf Stream 
V. Bowen 
R/V CRAWFORD 86 10 July-31 July 1 1962 J. Ewing Off North Carolina 
87 17 Sept.-19 Sept. 1 1962 F. C. Fuglister Martha ' s Vineyard 
88 28 Sept.-27 Oct. 1 1962 Ferris Webster Off Cape Hatteras 
91 17 Apr.-22 Apr. 1 1963 G. Metcalf EQUALANT I 
93 4 June- 2 2 June I 1963 A. Voorhis Bermuda and 
Sargasso Sea 
R/V ASTERIAS Day Trips in Vineyard Sound 
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AIRCRAFT USE SUPPORTED BY CONTRACT Nonr - 2196 
R4D Month Hours Major Users 
July, 1962 40.3 Parker 
Aug., 1962 33.2 Parker 
Sept., 1962 73.7 Parker, Athearn 
Oct., 1962 68.1 Parker 
Nov., 1962 48.2 Zeigler, Kraus 
Dec., 1962 0 
Total 263.5 
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VIIIt BATHYTHERMOGRAPH DATA 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W. H. 0. I. July 1-31, 19 62 
Cruise Asc:. 0 bs erva tion No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS AMB 77 4096 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- V-22-62 10 
SHIP V-31-62 
LS NAN 76 4109 On station NANTUCKET LIGHT- V-3-62 29 
SHIP V-31-62 
LS SAV 78 4110 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- VI-1-62 30 
SHIP VI-30-62 
LS BAR 79 4111 On station BARNEGAT LIGHT- VI-1-62 30 
SHIP VI-30-62 
LS DEL 17 4112 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- VI-1-62 29 
SHIP VI-30-62 
LS FFB 79 4113 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK VI- 1- 62 29 
LIGHTSHIP VI-30-62 
LS POR 79 4114 On station PORTLANT LIGHT- VI-1-62 15 
SHIP VI-3.0-62 
DEL 62-7 4115 Off Woods DELAWARE VI-11-62 66 
Hole to VI-19-62 
Georges Shoal 
DEL 62-8 4116 Off Woods DELAWARE VI-2 5-62 24 
Hole to south VI-28-62 
of Fire Island 
and return 
LS NAN 77 4117 On station NANTUCKET LIGHT- VI-1-62 29 
SHIP VI-30-62 
LS AMB 78 4118 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- VI-1-62 29 
SHIP VI-30-62 
LS AMB 79 4119 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- VII-1-62 7 
SHIP VII-7-62 
- 2-
LS CHE 79 4120 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- VI-1-62 28 
SHIP VI-30-62 
CH 28 4121 Woods Hole CHAIN VII-6-62 608 
to sea and VII-24-62 
return 
LS FFB 80 4122 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK VII-1-62 20 
LIGHTSHIP . VII-20-62 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W. H. 0 .I. A~~ilt- 1H3H9li!l62 
Cruise Asc. · Observation No. of 
No. o .. ·. <·No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS.AMB 79 4119 On station AMROSE LIGHTSHIP VII-8-62 24 
VII-31-62 
LS FFB 80 4122 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK VII-22-62 10 
LIGHTSHIP VII-31-62 
BE 280 4123 Off Carolina BEAR VII-16-62 36 
Coast VII-29-62 
, AT 282 4124 South of Be:r~ . ATLANTIS VII-11-62 33 
m uda to north VIII-7-62 
of Puerto Rico 
and return 
LS BAR 80 4125 On station BARNEGAT LIGHTSHIP VII-1-62 30 
VII-31-62 
LS CHE 78 4126 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- V-1-62 29 
SHIP V-31-62 
LS POR 80 4127 On station PORTLAND LIGHT- VII-1-62 12 
SHIP VII-31-62 
CFD 82 4128 Off Woods CRAWFORD VIII-4-62 9 
Hole VIII-9-62 
CFD 83 4129 Out of Woods CRAWFORD VIII- 11-62 13 
Hole, VIII-15-62 
LS DEL 18 4130 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- VII-1-62 29 
SHIP VII-31-62 
LS BOS 81 4131 On station BOSTON LIGHTSHIP VI-1-62 27 
VI-30-62 
LS SAV 79 4132 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- VII-1-62 - 31 
SHIP VII-31-62 
LS CHE 71 4133 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- X-1-61 28 
SHIP X-31-61 
..:. 2 .,... 
LS DIA 79 4134 On ,station DIAMOND SHOALS VI-1-62 29 
LIGHTSHIP VI-·30-62 
LS DIA 80 4135 On station DIAMOND SHOALS VII - 1-62 31 
LIGHTSHIP VII- 31-62 
CFD 84 4136 Woods Hole CRAW FORD VIII-18.:..6 2 95 
to Gulf Stream VIII-26-62 
and return 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received a t W,H.O,I. September 1-30, 19 62 
Cruise Asc, Observation No o o:f 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS NAN 72 413 7 On station NANTUCKET LIGHT- I-I-62 27 
SHIP I-30-62 
LS BAR 81 4138 On station BARNEGAT LIGHT- VIII-1-62 29 
SHIP VIII-31 - 62 
LS BOS 83 4139 On stati.on BOSTON LIGHTSHIP VIII-2-6 2 23 
VIII-31-62 
LS DEL 19 4140 On stati.on DELAWARE LIGHT- VIIl-1-62 30 
SHIP VIII-31-62 
LS SAV 80 4141 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- VIII-1-62 2.9 
SHIP VIII-31- 62 
LS CHE 64 4142 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- III-1-61 28 
SHIP III-31-61 
LS POR 81 4143 On staUo n PORTLANT LIGHT- VIII-2-62 30 
SHIP VIII-31-62 
LS AMB 80 4144 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- VIII-1-62 30 
SHIP VIII-31-62 
TABLE 
Bathythermograph Data Rec eiv ed at W " H. 0 " I. October l-31 " 1_9 62 
Cruise Asc. Observation No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Sli.des 
LS FFB 81 4145 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK VIII-1 - 62 29 
LIGHTSHIP VIII-31-62 
LS BAR 82 4146 On stat ion BARN EGAT LIGHT- IX- 1-62 30 
SHIP IX-30-62 
LS AMB 81 4147 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- IX-1 - 62 30 
SHIP IX-30-62 
LS CHE 81 4148 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- VIII-1-62 29 
SHIP VIII-31-62 
LS DEL 20 4149 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- IX-1-62 26 
SHIP IX-30-62 
LS FFB 82 41 50 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK IX-1 -62 27 
LIGHTSHIP IX-30-62 
LS FFB 83 4151 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK X-1-62 1 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS POR 82 4152 On station PORTlAND LIGHT- IX-1-62 26 
SHIP IX-30-62 
DEL 62 - 10 4152 Woods H9le to DELAWARE IX-11-62 210 
sea and return IX-20-62 
LS BOS 84 4154 On s tation BOSTON LIGHT- IX-1-62 24 
SHIP IX-30-62 
LS FRY 81 4155 On station FRYING PAN SHOALS VIII- 31 -62 l 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS FRY 82 4156 On s tation FRYING PAN SHOALS IX-1-62 30 
LIGHTSHIP IX- 30-62 
LS DIA 81 4157 On station DIAMOND SHOALS VIII-1-62 30 
LIGHTSHIP VIII-31-62 
LS DIA 82 4158 On station DIAMOND SHOALS IX-1-62 6 
LIGHTSHIP IX-6-62 
- 2 -
AT 287 4159 Bermuda to ATLANTIS X-3-62 23 
Norfolk X-4-62 
LS BOS 85 4160 On s tation BOSTON LIGHTSHIP X-1-62 14 
X-19-62 
CFD 88 4161 Woods Hole to CRAWFORD IX-29 - 62 179 




Bathythermograph Data Received at W. H . 0. I. November 1-30, 1962 
Cruise Asc. Observation No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS FRY 81 4155 On station FRYING PAN SHOALS VIII-1-62 20 
LIGHTSHIP VIII-29-62 
LS DIA 82 4158 On station DIAMOND SHOALS IX-28-62 3 
UGHTSHIP IX-30-62 
LS CHE 82 4l62 0[1 station . C.HESAP.EAKI; L~GHT- IX-1-62 29 
SHIP IX-30-62 
LS BAR 83 4163 On station BAR,NEGAT LIGHTSHIP X-1-62 2S 
X-31-62 
LS DEL 21 4164 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- X-1-62 18 
SHIP X-18-62 
DEL 62-l2 4165 Woods Hole DELAWAR~ X-9-62 196 





LS AMB 82 41.66 On statio~ AMBROSE LIGHTSHIP X-1-62 ll 
X-31-62 
LS DIA 83 41~7 On St!ition DIAMOND SHOALS X-1-62 . 23 
LIGHTSHIP X-31-62 
LS DIA 84 41o8 On station DIAMOND SHOALS XI-1-62 4 
LIGHTSHIP XI-4-62 
LS FRY 83 4169 On station FRYING PAN SijOALS X-1-62 a:s· 
LIGHTSHIP X-31-62 
LS NAN Bl 4170 On station NANTUCKET LiqHT- X-18-62 10 
SHIP X-31-62 
LS GHE 80 4171 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- VII-1-62 none 
SHIP Vll-31-62 
- 2 -
Crui.se As c. Observation No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS NAN 78 41 72 On s ta tion NANTUCKET LIGHT- VII-1-6 2 27 
SHIP VII-31-62 
LS NAN 79 4173 On station NANTUCKET LIGHT- VIII-1-62 17 
SHIP VIII-19-6 2 
LS NAN 80 4174 On station NANTUCKET LIGHT- IX-1-62 none 
SHIP IX-30 -62 
LS BOS 86 4175 On station BOSTON LIGHTSHIP XI-1-62 none 
CFD 89 4176 Woods Hole CRAWFORD XI-1-62 2:3 
to Bermuda XI-20 -62 
and return 
E VIII 15 41 77 Nassau EUGEN IE VIII I-19-62 6 
I-29-62 
CB 3A 4178 Woods Hole CAPN BILL III XI-8-62 25 
to sea XI-14-62 
AT 288 41 79 Off Bermuda ATLANTIS XI-9 -62 35 
XI-11-62 
LS BAR 84 4180 On s ta tion BARNEGAT LIGHT- XI-1-62 14 
SHIP XI-15-62 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W 0 H 0 0 0 I. December 1-31 , 1962 
Cruise Asc. Observation No. of 
No . No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS BOS 86 4175 On station BOSTON LIGHT- XI-2-62 28 
SHIP XI-30-6 2 
LS BAR 84 4180 On s tation BARNEGAT LIGHT- XI- 16-62 11 
SHIP XI-30-6 2 
AT 286 4181 Off Bermuda ATLANTIS IX-23-62 39 
XI-25-62 
LS CHE 83 4182 On station CHESAPEAKE X-1-62 28 
LIGHTSHIP X-31-6 2 
LS CHE 84 4183 On station CHESAPEAKE XI-1-62 23 
LIGHTSHIP XI-30-62 
LS DEL 21 4164 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- X-22-62 7 
SHIP X-3 1-62 
LS AMB 71 4184 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- XI-1 -61 26 
SHIP XI-30-6 1 
LS DEL 22 4185 On s tation DELAWARE LIGHT- XI-l-62 1 '7 
SHIP XI-30-62 
LS DEL 23 4186 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- XII-1-6 2 5 
SHIP XII-6- 62 
LS POR 84 4187 On station PORTLAND LIGHT- XI-l-62 24 
SHIP XI-30-62 
LS SAV 83 4188 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- XI- l-62 30 
SHIP XI-30-62 
LS SAV 84 4189 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- XII- 1-62 l 
SHIP 
DEL 62-15 4190 Off Grand DELAWARE XII-5-62 16 
Banks XII-9-62 
LS FFB 84 41.91 On s tation FIVE FATHOM XI-1-62 25 
BANK LIGHTSHIP XI-30-62 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W. H. 0 . I. January 1-31, 1963 
Cruise Asc. Observation No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS DEL 23 4186 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- XII-8-62 20 
SHIP XII-29-62 
LS AMB 83 4192 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- XI-1-62 28 
SHIP XI-30-62 
LS SAV 81 4193 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- IX-1-62 27 
SHIP IX-29-62 
LS BAR 85 4194 On station BARNEGAT LIGHT- XII-1-62 26 
SHIP XII- 31-62 
LS BOS 87 4195 On station BOSTON LIGHTSHIP XII-1-62 27 
XII-29-62 
GOS 5 4196 Off Woods GOSNOLD I-4-63 8 
Hole 1-5-63 
LS POR 83 4198 On station PORTLANT LIGHT- X-1-62 24 
SHIP X-31-62 
LS POR 85 4199 On station PORTLAND LIGHT- XII-1 - 62 22 
SHIP XII-28-62 
LS FRY 85 4197 On station FRYING PAN SHOALS XII-1-62 14 
LIGHTSHIP XII-31-62 
AT 289 4200 Woods Hole to ATLANTIS XI-28-62 87 
Nassau to XII- 16-62 
Woods Hole 
LS DIA 85 4201 On s tation DIAMOND SHOALS XII-1 4-62 12 
LIGHTSHIP XII-2 9- 62 
LS DIA 86 4202 On station DIAMOND SHOALS I-2-63 
LIGHTSHIP 
TABLR I 
Bathythermograph Data Rec-eived at W. H. 0. I. February 1-28, 1963 
Cruise Asc. Observation No. of 
No. No . Area Vessel Dates Slides 
LS SAV 84 4189 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- XII-17-62 11 
SHIP XII- 31-62 
LS SAV 85 4203 On station · SAVANNAH LIGHT- I-2-63 28 
SHIP I-31 - 63 
LS BOS 88 4204 On station BOSTON LIGHT- I-2-63 29 
SHIP I-31-63 
LS AMB 84 4205 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- XII-1 - 62 29 
SHIP XII-31-62 
LS DEL 24 4206 On station DELAWARE LIGHT- I-2-63 19 
SHIP I-31- 63 
LS FFB 86 4207 On station FIVE FATHOM BANK I-4-63 23 
LIGHTSHIP I- 31-63 
LS CHE 85 4208 On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- XII-1-62 23 
SHIP XII-3 1-62 
LS CHE 86 4209 On station . CHESAPEAKE LIGHT- I-1-63 30 
SHIP I-31-63 
GOS 6 4210 Woods Hole GOSNOLD I-20-63 6 
to Norfolk I-23 - 63 
CB 2 4211 Off Woods CAP ' N BILL III X-23-62 no slides 
Hole X-3 1-62 received 
CB 4-A 4212 Off Woods CAP 1 N BILL III XI-29-62 14 
Hole XII-2-62 
CB 5-A 4213 Off Woods CAP'N BILL III I-30-63 23 
Hole II-4-63 
LS AMB 85 4214 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- I- 1-63 15 
SHIP (RELIEF) I- 17- 63 
LS POR 86 4215 On station PORTLAND LIGHT- I- 13-63 19 
SHIP I- 31-63 
LS BAR 86 4216 On s tation BARNEGAT LIGHT- I-1- 63 29 
SHIP I- 31-63 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W.H.O.I. March 1-31, 1963 
Cruise As c. Observation No. of 
No . No. Area Vessel Dates , Slides 
CB 2a 4211 Off Woods Hole CAPT BILL III X.23.62 18 
X. 2L 62 
CB 6-a 4217 Off Woods Hole CAPT BILL III 11.25.63 11 
to Cape Hatteras fi1. l. 63 
LS. FRY. 86 4218 On Station FRYING PAN 1.1. 63 19 
SHOALS LIGHTSHIP 1. 21.63 
LS.~V. 86 4219 On Station SAVANNAH 11.1.63 26 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS1omN.85 4220 On Station NANTUCKET 11.1.63 16 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS~BAR.87 4221 On Station BARNEGAT 11.1.63 26 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS. DEL. 25 4222 On -Station DELAWARE 11.1.63 23 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS.ITB.87 4223 On Station FIVE FATHOM 11.1.63 22 
BANK LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS.FFB.88 4224 On Station FIVE FATHOM J.11. 1. 63 1 
BANK LIGHTSHIP 
LS~ POR. 87 4225 On Station PORTLAND 11.1.63 27 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS.AMB. 86 4226 On Station AMBROSE 11.2.63 24 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
LS. BOS o 89 4227 On Station BOSTON 11.1. 63 24 
LIGHTSHIP 11.28.63 
TABLE I 
Bathythermograph Data Received at W . H. 0 . I. April 1 - 30 o 19 63 
Cruise Asc. 
No. No. Area Vessel 
LS.FFB.88 4224 On Station FIVE FATHOM BANK 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.BAR.88 4228 On Station BARNEGAT 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.DEL. 26 4229 On Station DELAWARE 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS~NAN.82 4230 On Station NANTUCKET SHOAlS 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS. NAN.83 4231 On Station NANTUCKET 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.NAN.86 4232 On Station NANTUCKET 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.AMB.87 4233 On Station AMBROSE 
LIGHTSHIP 
AT II -1 4234 Southwest of ATLANTIS IF 
Bermuda 
LS.POR~88 4235 On. Station PORTLAND 
LIGHTSHIP 
AT II -2 4236 Woods Hole to ATLANTIS II 
Halifax and return 
(Search for THRESHER) 
TH. 1 4237 . Searching for USS WARRINGTON 
THRESHER 
LS.CHE.87 4238 On Station CHESAPEAKE 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS~FRY.87 4239 On Station FRYING PAN SHOAlS 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.FRY.88 4240 On Station FRYING PAN SHOAlS 
LIGHTSHIP 
LS.BOS.90 4241 On Station BOSTON 
LIGHTSHIP 
CB 2a 4211 Off Woods Hole CAPT BILL III 






















































Bathythermograph Data Received at W. H. 0. I. Mayl- 31,1963 
Cruise As c. Observation No. of 
No. No. Area Vessel . Dates . Slides 
LS.DIA. 86 4202 On station DIAMOND SHOALS 1.17.63 13 
LIGHTSHIP l. 29. 63 
CFD 91 4242 Bermuda to~Cape CRAWFORD l. 24 0 63 1226 
Verde . to Recife to IV. 28.63 
equator to Recife 
to equator to Recife 
to St. Thomas to 
Woods Hole. 
LS. BOS. 91 4243 On station BOSTON LIGHT- 1~. 3. 63 27 
SHIP 1V.30.63 
LS. DEL 27 4244 On station BELA WARE lV . L 63 29 
LIGHTSHIP 1V~ 30.63 
LS. BAR 89 4245 On station BARNEGAT LIGHT- 1V.l.63 24 
< 
SHIP 1V.30.63 
LS. AMB. 88 4246 On station AMBROSE LIGHT- 1V.l.63 2-9 
SHIP 1V.29.63 
LS. DIA. 87 4247 On station DIAMOND SHOALS 11.2. 63 12 
LIGHTSHIP :· 11.28. 63 
LS. DIA. 88 4248 On station DIAMOND SHOALS 111.1. 63 11 
LIGHTSHIP 111.31. 63 
LS.DIA. 89 4249 On station DIAMOND SHOALS 1V.l.63 25 
LIGHTSHIP 1V.29.63 
LS. DIA. 90 4250 On station DIAMOND SHOALS v .1. 63 4 
LIGHTSHIP V.4.63 
A. 63. 1 4251 Woods Hole to ALBATROSS IV v,l3. 63 27 
Georges . Shoal and V. l7.63 
return 
LS. FFB. 89 4252 On stati"n· FIVE FATHOM BANK 1V.l.63 29 
LIGHTSHIP lV,30.63 
LS. SAV. 88 4253 On station SAVANNAH LIGHT- 1V.l0.63 20 















.LS .FRY. 89 
LS.FRY .90 
C FD 93 
TA~LE I 



















Off Georges Shoal DELAWARE 
to Cape Cod 
Off Woods Hole GOSNOLD 
Off Woods Hole GOSNOLD 
On station NANTUCKET 
LIGHTSHIP 
Off Nantucket DELAWARE 
Shoals to Cape 
Cod 
On station AMBROSE. LIGHT-
SHIP 
On station :6QSTON LIGHT-
SHIP 
On station DELAWARE LIGHT-
SHIP 
On station FIVE FATHOM 
BANK LIGHTSHIP 
On station CHESAPEAKE LIGHT-
SHIP 
Woods Hole to ALBATROSS IV 
100 fm curve and 
return 
Off Woods Hole 
On station 
On station 




FRYING PAN SHOALS 
LIGHTSHIP 
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